



Unlike the palatal approximant /j/ that occurs in 85% of the world’s lan-
guages (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996 : 322), other palatal consonants are
relatively rare cross-linguistically. We can come across the palatal nasal
/ñ/ in 31% of the 451 languages represented in the UPSID database (Mad-
dieson 1984), while the plosives /c é/ and/or the affricates /cc¸ éJ/ are even
less well-attested (Ladefoged 2005 : 163). Voiceless /c/ occurs in 12%, and
voiced /é/ in 9.5%, of the languages of UPSID. Both plosives exist eg in
Azerbaijani, Basque, Breton, or Turkish, as well as in the Uralic languages
Komi (Zyryan) and Nganasan; only voiceless /c/ is found in Vietnamese
or Khanty (Ostyak). Long /c:/ is said to be present in a single language
of the database: Waray, spoken in Australia; and long /é:/ to only occur in
Wolof, spoken in Gambia and Senegal. Of the palatal affricates, voiceless
/cc¸/ appears in 2.7% and voiced /éJ/ in 1.8% of languages in the database.
Both can be found,1 eg in Albanian, Mandarin Chinese, and Komi (thus,
in the latter, the two plosives contrast with the two affricates). The voice-
less palatal fricative /c¸/ occurs in 2.44% of the languages as a contrastive
segment, eg in Irish, Mandarin, and Norwegian; and its voiced counter-
part /J/ in 2.66%, eg in Inuit (Greenlandic). Both fricatives can be found
in Komi (a language that can now be seen to exhibit as many as six palatal
obstruents). Returning to the more frequently occurring palatals: /ñ/ is
attested in 141 languages of the database, and /j/ in 378, thus turning out
1 The database takes Hungarian to be one of the languages that have both palatal af-
fricates (and neither of the palatal stops); in other words, it claims that the Hungarian
palatal obstruents orthographically represented as ty and gy are affricates, rather than
plosives. This is of course controversial, see section 3 below. Hungarian tty and ggy
are not represented in the database, either as long plosives or as long affricates; nny
and jj are also absent.
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to be, after /m/ and /k/, the third most frequently occurring consonant in
the world’s languages.2
In Hungarian speech, palatal consonants come in a variety of shapes
and sizes: almost all logically possible combinations of manner of articula-
tion, voicing, and length can be found in one or another position or context.
The set of attested “speech sounds” includes plosives ([c c: é é:]), fricatives
([c¸ J]), affricates ([cc¸ c:c¸ éJ é:J]), nasals ([ñ ñ:]), and approximants ([j j: ˜]), fif-
teen phonetically distinct items in all. Contrastive segments (phonemes),
however, are less numerous: there are only four short palatals: /c é ñ j/, as
the following minimal triplets show: atya ‘father’ : agya ‘his brain’ : anya
‘mother’; gya´r ‘factory’ : nya´r ‘summer’ : ja´r ‘walk (v)’ (plus their long
counterparts in words like po¨tty ‘polka dot’, meggy ‘sour cherry’, ko¨nny
‘tear (n)’, and gally ‘twig’).
In this paper, we will first summarise what we can find out concern-
ing the frequency of occurrence of Hungarian palatal consonants from a
recent statistical survey (x2), then we will consider the issue whether non-
continuant palatal obstruents are to be phonologically categorised as plo-
sives or as affricates (x3). Finally, we will look at the distribution of palatal
fricatives and (non-nasal) approximants;3 our primary question will be
whether /j/ is a fricative or a glide (or perhaps something quite different;
x4). In x5 we give a brief summary of our conclusions.
2 On the frequency of occurrence of palatal consonants
According to a recent survey of phoneme statistics involving a fairly large
spontaneous speech sample (100 speakers, 26 hours of material, 151,161
words, 748,099 phonemes), the token frequencies ofHungarian palatal con-
sonants are as follows (Beke et al. 2012): /é/ is the eighth most frequent
consonant, involving 4.75% of the total number of occurrences; /j/ is the
16th most frequent (1.72%); /ñ/ is the 20th (0.72%), and /c/ is the 38th
2 Taking all palatal consonants as a class, 405 languages (90%) of UPSID have at least
one palatal; of the 919 different consonants found in the database, 63 types of palatal
consonants are told apart, almost 7% of all consonant types. Most of these, how-
ever—including rather exotic types like “voiceless aspirated palatal lateral affricated
click”, “prenasalised voiced palatal sibilant affricate” or “voiced palatal trill”—occur
in a single language (different ones, of course) of the 451 languages considered.
3 The nasal approximant [˜] is a lenited variant of /ñ/, occurring in words like la´nysa´g
[la:˜Sa:g] ‘maidenhood’, ha´nyszor [ha:˜sor] ‘how many times’, ve´nyre [ve:˜rE] ‘by pre-
scription’. This segment (and the palatal nasal in general) will be ignored in what
follows.
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(0.02%). The authors counted long consonants separately; /ñ:/ occupies
the 28th place (0.156%), /j:/ is the 40th (0.0097%), /é:/ is the 42nd (0.0076%)
and /c:/ is the least frequent consonant of all (45th place, 0.0004%). How-
ever, in order to be able to interpret all these figures, we have to see what
exactly it was that the authors counted.
As they point out in their article, they counted phonemes in the gen-
erative sense (ie underlying segments) rather than (surface/taxonomic)
phonemes in the structuralist sense. This means, for instance, that the
word portya [porcO] ‘cruise’ would be taken into account as containing /c/
but the word partja [pOrcO] ‘its shore’ would qualify as containing a /t/
and a /j/, and not as containing a /c/. Similarly, in padja [pOé:O] ‘its bench’,
kı´nja [ki:ñ:O] ‘its agony’, the authors would find /d/ plus /j/ and /n/ plus
/j/, respectively, rather than /é:/ and /ñ:/. No wonder that /t/ and /n/,
the most frequent Hungarian consonants anyway, show up as even more
loaded than they actually are: they take the first two places with 11.97%
and 10.98%, respectively (while /d/ comes in 11th, with 3.69%). Thus, ow-
ing to the particular principles of what counts as what, dentals and /j/
show higher occurrence figures than we would expect, and the rest of the
palatals appear to be even less widespread than they are in reality. The ex-
tremely poor result of /c/ is especially conspicuous: falling far behind the
other short consonants, it ended up at the 38th place, intermingled with
long consonants (even though the occurrence of long consonants was also
rather under-calculated by the authors: they considered underlying gem-
inates only, disregarding derived ones).4 It is true that word initial /c/ is
notoriously rare: apart from a few interjections, it only occurs in tyu´k [cu:k]
‘hen’ and its derivatives. However, word internally and word finally, it
can be heard in spontaneous Hungarian speech a lot more times than what
the statistics suggest (that is, more often than once in every five thousand
segments, cf Go´sy 2004 : 85–89).
But that is still not the whole story. It is not even the case that the au-
thors counted underlying phonemes (as they claim they did): what they ac-
tually counted were the letters of the orthographic transcript of their spon-
4 On the distinction between underlying vs derived geminates, cf Sipta´r (2012a) and
the literature cited there. Note that the under-representation of long consonants men-
tioned in the text is compensated for to some extent by the fact that degeminated con-
sonants were counted as long (geminate) ones; for instance, in hallgat [hOlgOt] ‘listen’,
the authors would count /l:/ (accordingly, long /l:/ occupies the 22th place in their
list, as the second most frequent long consonant after /t:/ that sits in the 19th place).
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taneous speech material. This is revealed5 by the fact that — in addition
to overall frequency of occurrence — they counted positional frequency,
too, and they suggest that the very illustrious fourth place of /é/ in word
final position is due to the fact that the conjunction hogy ‘that’ and the in-
definite article egy ‘a/an’ turn up extremely often in spontaneous speech.
Actually, however, egy ends in long [é:] rather than in [é], at least before a
pause or a vowel-initial word (while before words beginning with a voice-
less consonant, the final segment is [c] in both egy and hogy). Of course,
the authors have their good reasons for ignoring voicing assimilation (as
long as they are interested in underlying segments), but then they have to
abstract away from degemination, too: and then the word egymust end in
/é:/ (in any position). The fact that conventional Hungarian orthography
prescribes the spelling egy for /Eé:/, rather than the more faithful eggy, is by
no means a phonological (phoneme frequency-related) matter.
3 Plosives or affricates?
Turning to the classification of the non-continuant obstruents /c é/, there is
no consensus in the Hungarian literature concerning whether they are plo-
sives or affricates (cf Kova´cs 2002 and the literature cited there).6 Their sur-
face realisation may indeed be affricate-like ([cc¸], [éJ]) to a variable extent.7
Before stressed vowels (tyu´k [cc¸u:k] ‘hen’, gya´r [éJa:r] ‘factory’) and word fi-
nally (korty [korcc¸] ‘gulp’, va´gy [va:éJ] ‘desire’) they tend to be quite strongly
5 In addition to their remark that, before beginning their statistical survey, they re-
placed all orthographic ly’s by j (as both graphemes stand for /j/ in Hungarian
orthography). This would have been totally unnecessary if the material had been
available in phonemic transcription (rather than in conventional orthography) in the
first place.
6 It is also debated whether, in terms of the active articulator involved, they are coronal
or dorsal; that is, exactly which region of the tongue they are articulated with. We
will not go into this issue here (cf Geng & Mooshammer 2004). What is more, it has
even been claimed (Pycha 2009 : 26–27) that the Hungarian sounds corresponding to
the orthographic symbols ty, gy, ny are not palatal but rather palatalised: [tj, dj, nj]—
this, however, is clearly based on some misunderstanding and will not be further
discussed here.
7 The following account is based on observation/self-observation (cf Sipta´r 1994 : 206–
207, Sipta´r & To¨rkenczy 2000 : 82–83), hence it is to be treated “with a pinch of salt”;
Kova´cs (2002) presents experimental results with respect to some of the contexts
listed here (intervocalic /c/, word initial /é/) but, unfortunately, the most “sensitive”
environments have been left out of her otherwise very carefully designed experi-
ments — on the basis of which, incidentally, she also comes to the conclusion that
these two consonants are plosives, rather than affricates.
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affricated; much less so before an unstressed vowel (ketyeg [kEcEg] ‘tick (v)’,
magyar [mOéOr] ‘Hungarian’), and not at all before a plosive (hagyta [hOctO]
‘left it’, a´gyban [a:ébOn] ‘in bed’). The fricative component is variably present
before /r/ (bugyrok [buérok]  [buéJrok] ‘bundles’); before /l/ lateral release
can be observed as in plosives (compare fa´tylak [fa:clOk] ‘veils’ with ha´tlap
[ha:tlOp] ‘reverse side’) and only under strong emphasis do we find a frica-
tive component as with true affricates (compare fa´tylak [fa:cc¸lOk] ‘veils’ with
vicclap [vitslOp] ‘comic journal’).8 Of the nasals, /m/ may be preceded by
slight affrication (hagyma [hOémO]  [hOéJmO] ‘onion’), but /n/ and /ñ/ may
not (hagyna [hOénO] ‘he would leave some’, hegynyi [hEéñi] ‘as large as a hill’).
The degree of affrication depends further on style and rate of speech: in
slow, deliberate speech it is much stronger than in fast or casual styles.
This wide range of variables and varieties should raise our suspicion that
we have to do with plosives here which, under the appropriate circum-
stances, are more or less affricated due to obvious physiological factors;
notice that true affricates fail to exhibit such extensive variability.
All this is quite suggestive— but what we would need at this point
is some concrete evidence that makes the plosive interpretation of /c é/
not only possible but strongly motivated as well. Two such pieces of ev-
idence readily come to mind (Sipta´r 1994 : 206–207). The first concerns
the surface realisation of the first consonant in plosive + plosive vs af-
fricate + plosive clusters. In a pre-plosive position, plosives can be realised
by their unreleased variants, eg kapta [kOp^tO] ‘he got it’, rakta [rOk^tO] ‘he
put it’, whereas affricates obviously cannot, since they do not have such
allophones: barack [bOrOtsk] (*[bOrOt^k]) ‘peach’, bocskor [botSkor] (*[bot^kor])
‘moccasin’. Now, /c/ and /é/ are usually unreleased in this position:
hegyto˝l [hEc^tøl] (*[hEcc¸tøl]) ‘from the hill’, hagyd [hOé^d] (*[hOéJd]) ‘leave it!’.9
This property clearly shows that they pattern with plosives.
The other argument is based on the phenomenon that affricates are
resistant to OCP-driven fusion across a word boundary (cf Sipta´r 2012a).
Sequences of identical plosives are merged into geminates in any style of
speech and under any speech rate: sze´p pa´r [se:p:a:r] ‘nice couple’, ke´t tag
[ke:t:Og] ‘two members’, sok ko¨r [Sok:ør] ‘many circles’, whereas pairs of
affricates remain unmerged in careful speech and are pronounced as se-
8 Before /j/, palatal /c é/ behave exactly like the other pair of coronal plosives (/t d/):
ba´tyja [ba:c:O] ‘his brother’ ∼ la´tja [la:c:O] ‘he sees it’, hagyjon [hOé:on] ‘let him leave
some’ ∼ adjon [Oé:on] ‘let him give some’.
9 In some cases (before velars?) /c/ may vacillate though: hetyke [hEc^kE] ∼ [hE⁀cc¸kE]
‘pert’.
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quences of two separate, full-fledged affricates (ra´c ce´g [ra:ts tse:g] ‘Serbian
firm’, bo¨lcs csere [bøltS tSErE] ‘wise change’). In colloquial speech, the first
affricate may lenite into a fricative ([ra:stse:g], [bølStSErE]), and it is only in
fast and/or casual speech that the OCP has its way, followed by degemi-
nation where appropriate ([ra:t:se:g], [bøltSErE]). Now if we look at phrases
like ne´gy tyu´k ‘four hens’, nagy gya´r ‘big factory’, we find that the merger
applies automatically and obligatorily:10 [ne:c:u:k], [nOé:a:r], as opposed to
what happens in true affricates. On the basis of what we said in the pre-
vious paragraph, this is not at all surprising: a merged fake geminate is
nothing but the sequence of an unreleased and a “normal” realisation of
the given consonant.
In sum: /c é/ are palatal plosives in Hungarian; in the appropriate
phonetic contexts, under appropriate conditions in terms of stress, speech
rate, and speech style, they become affricated, as is to be expected for phys-
iological reasons. However, this does not warrant their classification as
affricates.11 Next, we turn to some controversial issues surrounding the
classification of the palatal continuant, /j/.
4 Fricative or glide?
The traditional (Hungarian) definition of /j/ is “voiced palatal fricative”
(eg Kassai 1998 : 130); this is plainly wrong in that fricatives (as a subclass
of obstruents) are supposed to exhibit turbulent noise whereas /j/—in the
contexts # V, V V, V #; V C, C V, eg in jo´ ‘good’, hajo´ ‘ship’, haj ‘hair’; rajta
‘on it’, rakja ‘puts it’, that is, in the overwhelming majority of all possible
contexts— is a palatal approximant (phonetically), produced without any
noise of friction andwithout being (actively) “voiced” in the sense in which
voiced obstruents are.12 There is, however, a special context in which true
fricative allophones of /j/ are found: C # (followed either by a pause or a
10 In over-careful speech, two separate (released) consonants may occur with a brief
pause sandwiched in between: [ne:c-cu:k], [nOé-éa:r], but then this is also possible for
the other plosives ([se:p-pa:r], etc). However, “deaffricated” forms like *[ne:c¸cu:k],
*[nOJéa:r] are totally unacceptable, unlike in the case of true affricates.
11 Think of the somewhat similar case of English /t/: in a number of accents — in-
cluding RP itself, cf Buizza & Plug (2012)—it undergoes affrication in the appropri-
ate environments ([ts]), but this obviously does not affect its place in the system of
phonemes.
12 For further details on this issue, cf Sipta´r (2003 : 457–458) and the literature cited there.
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consonant initial word).13 Here, if the left-flanking consonant is voiceless
(and its effect is not undone by a voiced obstruent in the next word, as in
le´pj be ‘enter!’), /j/ will be realised as a voiceless (fortis) palatal fricative
([c¸]): kapj [kOpc¸] ‘get!’, rakj [rOkc¸] ‘put’! do¨fj [døfc¸] ‘stab!’; while if the left-
flanking consonant is a sonorant or a voiced obstruent, /j/ is realised as a
lenis palatal fricative ([J]) as in fu¨rj [fyrJ] ‘quail’, szomj [somJ] ‘thirst’, dobj
[dobJ] ‘throw!’. The final [J] here will be fully voiced if a consonant initial
word follows;14 whereas if nothing follows, it will lose most of its vocal
cord vibration (just like utterance final voiced obstruents in general) but
will not become fortis.15
Thus, the “elsewhere” allophone of /j/ (jo´, hajo´, haj; rajta, rakja; rakj
oda) is not a fricative phonetically. But perhaps phonologically this segment
nevertheless behaves as an obstruent? If this were the case, its classification
would not have to care that its phonetic quality shows otherwise in almost
all contexts; as we have just seen, /j/ does have fricative allomorphs, too,
albeit in a very restricted set of contexts. However, it cannot be an ob-
struent phonologically, either: in that case it would have to participate in
voicing assimilation—but it neither triggers nor undergoes that process (cf
fa´klya [fa:kjO] (*[fa:gjO]) ‘torch’ and ajto´ [Ojto:] (*[Oc¸to:]) ‘door’, respectively),
except in the word final cases mentioned in the previous paragraph, where
it is obstruentised first.
But if /j/ is not an obstruent, hence not a fricative, what is it? The ma-
jor classes of sonorants are nasals, liquids, and glides (semivowels). Given
that /j/ is obviously not a nasal, three possibilities remain open: we either
set up a brand new class for it within sonorants (“approximants”), or we
classify them as liquids, or as glides. All three solutions have been pro-
posed in the literature.
The solution involving a novel category was proposed by Dressler &
Sipta´r (1989 : 44), noting that there is no general phonetic or phonological
reason why /j/ should share a natural class with /l/ and /r/.16 Similarly,
13 On the other hand, in the context C #V, we get the approximant allophone again, eg
rakj oda [rOkjodO] ‘put me there!’.
14 Except, of course, when the following word begins with a voiceless obstruent: in that
case, due to the general rule of voicing assimilation, the whole cluster—or rather, all
obstruents in it—will become voiceless, eg va´gj ki [va:kc¸ki] ’cut out!’.
15 For further details and a rule-based analysis, cf Sipta´r (2003 : 463–468); see also Sipta´r
& To¨rkenczy (2000 : 205–206).
16 As we will see later, this claim is false; cf also Dressler & Sipta´r (1998 : 51) where the
claim is withdrawn.
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/j/ is taken to be an approximant as the solemember of a separate category
by Szende (1992); cf also Cser & Szende (2002). Unless, however, both of
the other two options turn out to be untenable, Occam’s razor suggests
that this is the least preferable option of the three. Second, /j/ is taken to
be a liquid in Na´dasdy & Sipta´r (1989 : 15–16), also in eg Sipta´r (1993, 2003),
and it will be argued to be a liquid here, too. But in most of the relevant
literature (eg Vago 1980, Olsson 1992, etc, and all current element-based
accounts, cf Szigetva´ri 1998, 2001, and the copious literature referred to
there) we find the claim that /j/ is a glide.
Now if /j/ is a glide, the first question that arises is whether there
are diphthongs in Standard Hungarian. This has been repeatedly argued
not to be the case (and refuted beyond reasonable doubt),17 but, although
the relevant arguments clearly disprove the existence of diphthongs, they
do not actually exclude the possibility that /j/ should be a glide sitting in
onset/coda position. Nevertheless, I wish to maintain that /j/ in Hungar-
ian is a liquid ([+ cons, + son]), and not a glide ([– cons, + son]). Part of
my reasons for that are based on the existence of the obstruent allophones
mentioned above; these are technically easier to derive if the segment is
underlyingly [+ cons] to begin with. But the claim that /j/ is not simply
the vowel melody /i/ sitting in a nonnuclear syllable position (ie a glide)
can also be supported by some empirical evidence. This is what we turn
to now.18
The first piece of evidence is based on the phenomenon of hiatus reso-
lution (cf Sipta´r & To¨rkenczy 2000 : 282–286; Menyha´rt 2006, Olaszy 2010).
Some languages resolve each and every hiatus or do not make it possi-
ble for hiatuses to come about in the first place, or else get rid of them in
some other way (cf Sipta´r 2012b : 673–678); whereas others, like Hungar-
ian, exhibit both resolved and unresolved hiatuses (eg dio´ [dijo:] ‘walnut’,
tea [tEO]  %[tEjO] ‘tea’, fa´rao´ [fa:rOo:]  *[fa:rOjo:] ‘pharaoh’, where % identi-
fies a form that is not accepted by all Hungarian speakers, and * identifies
one that no native speaker would accept as correct).
What determines which hiatus is resolved and which one is not (cf
Marko´ 2012; Ra´cz 2012a, b)? Whether the vowel cluster is monomorphemic
17 Phonetic diphthongs do occur in Hungarian, and it has been argued (by Kylstra &
deGraaf 1980, Kylstra 1984) that they are best analysed as such in phonological terms,
too. The counterarguments presented by Kassai (1982, 1984) and by Sipta´r (1994 :
172–174, 200; 2003 : 406–407; Sipta´r & To¨rkenczy 2000 : 16–18) are more than sufficient
to dispel this notion once and for all and will not be repeated here.
18 The arguments that follow are based on those presented in somewhat more detail in
Sipta´r (2003).
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or arises across a morpheme (or even word) boundary is irrelevant: kia´lt
[kija:lt] ‘cry’ and kia´llı´t [kija:lit] ‘exhibit’ (preverb + verb) both show hiatus
resolution (just like ki a´ll itt? [kija:lit:] ‘who is standing here?’), whereas Bea
[bEO] ha first namei and bead [bEOd] ‘hand in’ (preverb + verb) both surface
with unresolved hiatus (as does be a dobozba [bEOdobozbO] ‘into the box’).
Rather, the key is the quality of the two vowels involved: if one or
both is/are either /i/ or /i:/, resolution is (practically) obligatory, if one or
both is/are /e:/, resolution is optional; and there is no resolution in any
other case (ie if both vowels are either low or round or both): more exactly
speaking, no spreading of the melody of an adjacent /i/ or /i:/, or of part
of the melody of an adjacent /e:/, to the empty onset position can take
place since there is no such melody present on either side (Sipta´r 2012b :
686–687; see Sipta´r 2008 for an optimality-theoretic analysis of the whole
issue of hiatus avoidance/resolution in Hungarian).
The fact that makes this phenomenon relevant to our present pur-
poses is that the intrusive [j] like sound that resolves hiatus is (or may be)
weaker, more transitional, than the implementation of an underlying /j/
(Sipta´r 2011 : 154–156). Compare pairs of forms like kia´ll [kija:l] ‘stand out’
and kija´r [kija:r] ‘go out (repeatedly)’, Adria [OdrijO] ‘the Adriatic’ and Adrija
[OdrijO] ‘his Adrienne (dim)’, balta´i [bOlta:ji] ‘his hatchets’ and alta´ji [Olta:ji]
‘Altaic’, este´i [ESte:ji] ‘his evenings’ and este´lyi [ESte:ji] ‘evening dress’, or
ka´ve´ uta´n [ka:ve:juta:n] ‘after coffee’ and ka´ve´ jut a´m [ka:ve:juta:m] ‘there will
be coffee’: the difference indicated in the transcription is clearly observ-
able in guarded speech— although it may be blurred in more colloquial
renderings. If we now assume that /j/ is a liquid, while the inserted ele-
ment involved in hiatus resolution is obviously a glide (on the spreading
account hinted at above, it cannot be anything else), this potential phonetic
difference is automatically explained in a simple and elegant manner.
The second piece of evidence concerns syllabification. On the assump-
tion that syllable structure is assigned in the course of phonological deriva-
tion rather than listed in the lexicon,19 minimal pairs and quasi-minimal
pairs like ma´gia [ma:.gi.jO] ‘magic’ vs ma´glya [ma:g.jO] ‘stake’, ion [i.jon] ‘ion’
vs jo¨n [jøn] ‘come’, and fiola [fi.jo.lO] ‘phial’ vs fjord [fjord] ‘fjord’ cannot be
properly syllabified if /i/ and /j/ are underlyingly identical (this putative
uniform underlying segment that may surface either as [i] or as [j], de-
pending on the syllabic position it finds itself in, will be symbolised as /I/
from now on). As can be seen from these examples, prevocalic /I/ will be
19 Of course, in any frameworkwhere syllable structure is assumed to be lexically given
(cf Szigetva´ri 2011a, 2011b), this argument becomes invalid.— In the examples that
follow, syllable boundaries are indicated by ‘.’ in the transcriptions.
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syllabified either as another nucleus (that of the previous syllable) or as an
onset: the choice is more or less arbitrary. Although it must be admitted
that jo¨n and fiola are the expected patterns as opposed to ion and fjord,20
word medial cases like ma´gia vs ma´glya are strictly unpredictable.21
With postvocalic /I/, we find a similar—or even higher—degree of
arbitrariness concerning whether it will be a nucleus or a coda: fa´i [fa:.ji]
‘his trees’ vs fa´j [fa:j] ‘it hurts’, boka´i [bo.ka:.ji] ‘his ankles’ vs boka´ly [bo.ka:j]
‘decanter’, este´i [ES.te:.ji] ‘his evenings’ vs este´ly [ES.te:j] ‘evening party’, tavai
[tO.vO.ji] ‘his lakes’ vs tavaly [tO.vOj] ‘last year’, karai [kO.rO.ji] ‘its faculties/
choirs’ vs karaj [kO.rOj] ‘pork chop’. It might be argued that these examples
are less than fully convincing, given the morphological boundary in fa´i
(etc) vs the lack of boundary in fa´j (etc). But note that, in addition to the
possessive plural marker seen in examples like fa´i, several other suffixes,
inflectional and derivational ones alike, also consist of a sole -i-, whereas
the imperative marker consists of a sole -j-, hence it is easy to construct ex-
amples in which postconsonantal word final [i] and [j] are in contrast with
one another: te´p-i [te:.pi] ‘tears it’ vs te´p-j [te:pc¸] ‘tear!’, te´r-i [te:.ri] ‘spatial’
vs te´r-j [te:rJ] ‘turn!’, to¨r-i [tø.ri] ‘history-dimin.’ vs to¨r-j [tørJ] ‘break!’. Given
that /I/ would constitute a morpheme in itself in all of these cases, it can-
not be claimed that different position in terms ofmorphological boundaries
should be the reason for the difference in syllabification.
Furthermore, pairs like sı´el [Si:.jEl] ‘ski (v)’ vs ijed [i.jEd] ‘get frightened’
and leı´r [lE.ji:r] ‘put down in writing’ vs lejig [lE.jig] ‘as far as a leu (= Roma-
nian currency)’ indicate that an /I/ associated to two timing slots can be
syllabified either as a branching nucleus ([i:]) or as a pair of syllabic con-
stituents: in particular, nucleus plus onset ([ij]) or onset plus nucleus ([ji]),
as the case may be. And finally, the nouns ı´j [i:j] ‘bow’, dı´j [di:j] ‘prize’, szı´j
[si:j] ‘strap’ would contain the commonmelody /I/ associated to three tim-
ing slots and multiple ambiguity would arise as to how to syllabify them:
20 That is: word initially, if another possible onset consonant is not present, the /I/
will tend to be an onset ([j]) rather than a nucleus ([i]), whereas if there is such a
consonant, the /I/ will more readily syllabify as a nucleus than as part of the onset
cluster; however, counterexamples like ion and fjord do occur.
21 Examples include a´ria [a:.ri.jO] ‘air’ vs a´rja [a:r.jO] ‘Aryan’, ko´pia [ko:.pi.jO] ‘copy (n)’
vs kopja [kop.jO] ‘pike’, Tokio´ [to(:).ki.jo:] ‘Tokyo’ vs toklyo´ [tok.jo:] ‘young sheep’, etc
as well as some surface minimal pairs that are, however, morphologically dissimi-
lar, hence not necessarily as unpredictable as the former items are: varia´l [vO.ri.ja:l]
‘diversify’ vs varrja´l [vOr.ja:l] ‘sew!’, pa´ria [pa:.ri.jO] ‘social outcast’ vs pa´rja [pa:r.jO] ‘its
counterpart/a pair of them’, tu˝ri-e [ty:.ri.jE] ‘whether he tolerates it’ vs tu˝rje [ty:r.jE]
‘he should tolerate it’, etc.
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‘bow’ could in principle be *[ji:], *[jij], *[iji], or [ij:] as well (the last version
actually does occur as an alternative pronunciation of this word). All these
complications are avoided if /i/ and /j/ are segmentally represented in
two different ways.
The claim that /j/ is consonantal (ie a liquid) is corroborated by sev-
eral phonological processes in which it acts as a (consonantal) target, eg j-
obstruentisation (briefly referred to above) as in kapj [kOpc¸] ‘get!’, fe´rj [fe:rJ]
‘husband’ (Sipta´r 2001 : 391–393; 2003 : 463–468) and j-assimilation as in
moss [moS:] (< /moS+j/) ‘wash!’, ra´zz [ra:z:] (< /ra:z+j/) ‘shake!’ (Vago
1980 : 36; Sipta´r 1994 : 254–255), or as a (consonantal) trigger, eg l-palatal-
isation as in alja [Oj:O] ‘its bottom’, a´llj [a:j(:)] ‘stop!’ (Sipta´r & To¨rkenczy
2000 : 178–182).
Thus, we have a number of good reasons to think that /j/ is a liquid,
just like /l/ and /r/. This conclusion, once it is accepted, makes it eas-
ier to account for processes in which these three consonants behave in a
uniform manner. Such processes include optional nasal assimilation (as in
olyan lassu´ [ojOl:OS:u] ‘so slow’, olyan rossz [ojOr:os:] ‘so bad’, olyan jo´ [ojOj:o:]
‘so good’, cf Sipta´r & To¨rkenczy 2000 : 209–210) and liquid deletion (with
compensatory lengthening if the vowel involved is originally short, see ibid
212–213), a process that is also optional, or rather rate and register depen-
dent. It is true that the latter process does not apply to the three liquids
with equal ease, but this need not prevent us from claiming that it is ba-
sically the same process. Of the three liquids, the one that gets deleted
the most easily is /l/, eg balra %[bO:rO] ‘to the left’, elvisz %[E:vis] ‘carry
away’, el kell mennem %[E:kE:mEn:Em] ‘I must leave’. The deletion of /r/ as
in egyszer csak %[Et:sE:ÙOk] ‘suddenly’ is usually restricted to casual speech,
although it occurs even in formal situations in the items arra [O:rO] ‘that
way’, erre [E:rE] ‘this way’, merre [mE:rE] ‘which way’ (Sipta´r 1993). Finally,
/j/ gets deleted the most readily after (high or mid) front vowels as in
gyu˝jt [éy:t] ‘collect’, szı´jra [si:rO] ‘to fetters’, me´lyse´g [me:Se:g] ‘abyss’, e´jszaka
[e:sOkO] ‘night’. But despite these minor asymmetries, the three liquids can
be seen as behaving as a class with respect to this process, too.22
In sum: Hungarian /j/ is neither a fricative nor a glide: it is a liquid.
22 Further evidence (dialectal and historical) for the claim that /l r j/ exhibit parallel
behaviour in a number of respects is provided by Lo˝rinczy (1972). Cf also Sipta´r
(2003 : 470) for a potential empirical counterargument and its refutation.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed some debated issues concerning the palatal
consonants of Hungarian. First, although it is true that all of them occur
in spontaneous speech relatively infrequently, the exact frequency data are
crucially affected by what is being counted in a recorded corpus: underly-
ing segments, surface/taxonomic phonemes, or indeed phonetic segments
(sounds). Second, we argued that /c/ and /é/ are not affricates but palatal
plosives in this language that may, however, be variably produced in an
“affricated” manner, due to obvious physiological factors, under the ap-
propriate circumstances in terms of phonetic environment, stress pattern,
rate of articulation (tempo), and/or register (speech style, emphasis, etc).
Third, with respect to /j/, we concluded that this segment is not a fricative
(as traditionally claimed with respect to Hungarian) but not a semivowel
(as currently claimed in several frameworks), either: it is a nonnasal con-
sonantal sonorant, ie a liquid like /l/ and /r/.
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